
How Powerful is the 750W Folding Electric
Bike? No One Can Resist It!
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Electric folding bikes equipped with 750W

motors, such as HiPEAK ELIAS, usually

have many features including battery

capacity, pedal assist, etc. 

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, UNITED

STATES, March 24, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Folding electric

bikes are becoming a part of many

Americans' lives. However, before

deciding to join the thriving electric

bike community, you may need to first

decide on the brand, power, and style

of electric bike that suits you. An

electric bike is an expensive investment

in yourself, so it is crucial to purchase a

bike that meets your specific needs.

Your electric bike needs to comply with

the laws of the United States or your

city, meet your needs, and visually

appeal to you.

One of the most important decisions

people encounter when choosing an

electric folding bike is what size motor

they want their bike to have. Different

brands or models of the same brand of

bike vary in motor power, position, and

quality. While some motors may seem

to have little difference, even small variations can improve or weaken your riding experience

during use.

This article will focus on the power of the motor, specifically the 750W motor used in electric

folding bikes. We will discuss what this motor is, how it works, and the advantages and
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All Terrain Fat Tire Electric Bike

disadvantages of a 750W motor. By the

end of this article, you will have a

better understanding of whether or

not this type of motor meets your

needs.

What is a 750W electric bike?

First of all, everyone must know that

the motor is the heart of an electric

bike and one of the most important

components. Their power is usually

measured in "watts". Therefore, the

name "750W" refers to the motor

power of an electric bike being 750

watts. 

Considering that electric bikes have many uses and laws may limit or prohibit certain levels of

power in different countries and regions, the motor power of different models or brands of

electric bikes may vary greatly. In addition, the position of the motor is also not fixed. Some adult

electric bikes have motors placed on the rear wheel hub, while others are placed in the middle

position between the pedals under the bike.

Electric folding bikes equipped with 750W motors, such as HiPEAK ELIAS, usually have many

features unrelated to the motor, including battery capacity, pedal assist, display screen, etc.

These features are also important factors to consider.

How does a 750W folding electric bike work?

High-quality electric bicycles usually come with multiple operating modes. Taking HiPEAK ELIAS

as an example, riders have three different options when riding: pure throttle, pedal assist, and

pedaling. When the motor is activated, it provides power according to the mode chosen by the

rider. In throttle mode, even if the rider doesn't pedal, the motor can assist in propulsion. The

speed of travel usually depends on the motor wattage. In pedal assist mode, the ELIAS fat tire

electric bike has 7 levels of assist available for riders to adjust according to their fitness level.

What are the benefits of a 750W electric bike?

Electric motors come in different sizes and power levels. Their typical power ranges from 250

watts to 1000 watts. The motor power is one of the most important factors people use to

measure the performance of an electric bike. In theory, the greater the motor power, the better

the performance of the bike. The most obvious benefit of high power motors is that they usually

have more torque, which makes starting and climbing hills easier.

However, in the United States, bigger motor power is not always better. 750 watts is the

standard value specified by US law, and exceeding this value may lead to many restrictions while

riding. Taking into account various performance factors, 750W is the best choice.

What is the range and speed of a 750W electric bike?
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The range and maximum speed of any type of electric bike will vary due to factors such as

battery capacity, rider weight, riding style, road conditions, and the quality of other

components.

Generally, an electric folding bike equipped with a 750W motor can travel 40-50 miles on a single

charge. However, the HiPEAK ELIAS has an unprecedented range of 60 miles thanks to its larger

48V 15Ah lithium-ion battery and advanced 7-level pedal assist technology.

To strictly comply with US laws, the ELIAS limits the motor's maximum speed to 20 mph. Of

course, riders can exceed this speed by pedaling.

Are there any disadvantages to a 750W electric bike?

Strictly speaking, there are no significant drawbacks to a 750-watt electric folding bike. If one

must find a flaw, it may be that some riders who have just switched from traditional bikes to

electric bikes may need some time to adapt to its powerful performance and the extra time that

comes with commuting on an electric bike. 

Of course, we do not rule out the possibility that some inexperienced electric bike brands may

have some quality issues.

Conclusion: Is a 750W fat tire electric bike right for you?

No matter which type of electric bike you choose, it must need your daily cycling needs:

If you frequently face traffic jam, a 750W folding electric bike can help you ease your commuting

problem.

If you often use a bike to go shopping at the supermarket, an electric bike with a 350-pound load

capacity can help you transport your goods.

If you enjoy riding through long country roads or rough trails, a fat-tire bike is your best choice.

HiPEAK ELIAS meets all of the above needs. As the most cost-effective folding electric bike brand

in the US market, HiPEAK allows you to enjoy the fun of cycling without breaking the bank.

The 750W HiPEAK ELIAS is suitable for everyone, and no one can resist falling in love with it after

trying it out!
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